the meaning of MASORET in ezek. 20:37 1 (Philadelphia, 1985) indicates, "I.e., to be counted; see Lev. 27:32." Hereinafter this translation will be referred to as NJV (i.e., New Jewish Version).
Marginal note in Tanakh: A New Translation of the Holy Scriptures according to the Traditional Hebrew Text
2 Moshe Greenberg, Ezekiel 1-20 (AB, vol. 22; Garden City, 1983) , pp. 372-373. While he relies there on the quotation of Hayyug in Eliezer Ben Yehuda, A Complete Dictionary of Ancient and Modern Hebrew (New York, 1960), vol. 6, p. 3140 precise relationship between Written Torah and Oral Torah in the foundational documents of Rabbinic Judaism are spelled out in the conclusions at the end of this article. Ezek. 20:37 reads: weheabarti etekem tahat ha-shebet//wehebehti etekem bemasoret ha-berit: "I will make you pass under the shepherd's staff, 1 and I will bring you into the bond of the covenant." While a marginal note in NJV states that the meaning of the Hebrew term masoret is uncertain, Moshe Greenberg renders "obligation," and he explains, "The rendering of the hapax msrt follows Hayyug (cited in B-Y [= Eliezer Ben Yehuda])." 2 Obviously, Kimhi's comment, quoted below, is taken almost verbatim from Hayyug as quoted in both the Arabic original and in Hebrew translation by Ben Yehuda. 3 The derivation of the noun msrt from the verbal root ysr, which Hayyug implicitly contemplates and explicitly rejects by his listing the noun under the root ysr and then declaring the root to be hsr, is, allegedly, supported by Eliezer of Beaugency. 4 However, as Poznanski notes, the derivation from ysr rather than hsr is highly idiosyncratic. 5 Indeed, as we explain below, since both the verbal root hsr and the verbal root ysr refer to discipline by physical means, the equation of the
